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Abstract
There are more than 52,000 manufactured homes placed every year in the US.
As of 2015, none of the main manufactured home brands offered a sustainable
alternative for mass production. Further, a large number of these type of homes
are abandoned at the end of it useful life. Designing a sustainable, safe and
affordable alternative to typical manufactured homes is the primary goal of this
thesis work.
This paper outlines the current manufactured housing status, looking into its
fabrication methods and analyzing weak points. There are several issues of
concern with manufactured homes, including the low construction quality, short
lifespan and lack of safety to withstand weather phenomena. High wind
scenarios, like tornados, result in a disproportionately large number of casualties
when compared to onsite built housing.
A new sustainable alternative to typical mobile homes is proposed with an
improved anchoring system, modular framing strategy and materials selection
that could potentially reduce fatalities, improve the end-of-life and introduce a
sustainable alternative to the current market. Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is
used to evaluate the new design’s environmental impacts.
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Introduction
Typically manufactured homes (also called mobile homes) are single-family
dwellings that are fully assembled in an off-site location and transported to a set
destination. They offer a wide range of interior configurations and have fast
delivery. These inexpensive houses are an enticing proposition for first time
buyers (see Figure 1).
The American dream of owning a home stills exists. However, according to the
US Census Bureau, home ownership has been on a steady decline from an alltime high of almost 70% in 2005 to 64% in 2014, a level last seen in 1993. The
2008 housing bubble and high delinquency mortgage rates resulted in more
stringent credit requirements, making it more difficult to own a standard singlefamily home. As a result, due to more the affordable cost of manufactured
housing, mobile homes have seen a steady increase in sales over the same
period.
Manufactured homes meet an important market need for affordable, single-family
dwellings. According to the US Census Bureau, there were 44,100 new
manufactured homes put in place in the US in 2014 (Manufactured Homes
Survey, 2015). 13,926 of these homes were located in Texas, accounting for total
annual sales of more than $3 billion (Manufactured home survey, 2015).
Currently there is not a more affordable alternative to manufactured housing but
they are unsafe and have a high depreciation rate. The challenge is to improve
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the safety and sustainability of manufactured homes while maintaining
affordability for home buyers.
Construction Materials
Because manufactured homes are designed to be affordable they are typically
built with the most inexpensive (and sometimes harmful) materials, cheap labor
and minimum quality standards. There is typically little thought of sustainability
and the homes are often abandoned at the end of their useful life (Sorg).
Appealing to first time home buyers and retirees, mobile sales representatives
rely on endless finishing options and interior layout designs as a marketing tool,
which hides the rapid depreciation value and poor construction quality of the
mobile home. The materials used for mobile home fabrication -steel chassis,
wood framing and vinyl siding- have hardly changed since the 1930s when
manufactured homes were first introduced to the market (Figure 2).

Figure 1. Typical Manufactured Home Floor Plan. (By author.)
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Figure 2. Typical Manufactured Home, Isometric View. (By author.)

Safety
One of the main concerns with manufactured housing is the lack of safety due to
poor anchoring systems, which makes them vulnerable to rollover in strong
winds. Typically the anchoring systems used for these homes are non-grouted
concrete masonry units, also known as cinder blocks. These blocks provide
some support to the unit and the home is then tied to the ground with thin metal
strapping and steel rods; see Figures 3 and 4 (TDHCA Manufactured housing
rules, 24). In most cities in Texas, the State leaves the task of inspecting the
safety of the anchoring system to the home owner or resident, not the mobile
park landlord or management (code of ordinances, City of McAllen) and mobile
homes located in rural areas outside city limits or in extra-territorial jurisdictions
are not subjected to any type of safety inspection guidelines. This lack of
regulation has made manufactured homes builders invest little to no time and
resources in developing better anchoring systems.
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Figures 3 and 4. Typical Manufactured Home Tie Downs. (Image source:
www.mobilehomestuffstore.com; Used with permission.)

Current anchoring systems are highly instable when encountered with high-wind
such as from weather phenomena like hurricanes or tornadoes. Recent research
stated that the probability of fatality in this type of dwelling is ten to fifteen times
higher during a high-wind event; between 1985 and 2007, 43.2% of the fatalities
by tornadoes in the US happened in manufactured homes, even though this type
of housing account for less than 7% of the overall tally (Sutter, Simmons, 126).
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“
Figure 5. Example of Tornado Devastation (Image source: NOAA;
Used with permission.)
“This is a striking illustration of the danger of fragile structures like mobile homes
in tornadoes -- or any damaging wind. In the middle foreground, a mobile home
had rested unanchored on cinder blocks before a tornado obliterated the
structure and killed its occupant. Note the lack of damage to the trees
surrounding the lot, except for a few small limbs broken, and small-debris
deposition from the destroyed mobile home. Even more telling is the satellite TV
dish in the foreground. It wasn't bent, scratched, moved, turned or affected in any
way by the tornado; but somehow the mobile home a few feet away was leveled
and blown apart.” See Figure 5 (Storm Prediction Center, NOAA).
End-of-Life
Driving in the outskirts of the Rio Grande Valley in South Texas, it is easy to see
old mobile homes being sold for just a few thousand dollars. It is even common
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to see signs where these “trailas”, as called in local slang, are being given away
at no cost as long as the new prospective owner can roll them out of the lot.
This tells designers something. When people buy something for what is
considered by most a low price, they tend not to give it a lot of value. We think
that because it was inexpensive there should not be an attachment to it. We are
willing to throw it away even before its end-of-life. The same thing happens with
cheap manufactured housing, designed and built not for a long useful life but to
satisfy a somewhat temporary need, assembled with the most inexpensive and
sometimes harmful materials, cheap labor, minimum quality standards, and no
thought of sustainability. Other important end-of life issues with typical mobile
home designs are the inability to expand or improve its design, and the
disproportionate depreciation in value when compared to the typical site-built
house.
Overview
This thesis project and paper focuses on improving the design of the
manufactured house to be safer and more sustainable. The goal is to provide an
affordable alternative to the negative stereotype of owning a mobile home.
The Existing Market section of this paper presents the array of affordable and
sustainable single-family homes, and analyzes what makes manufactured homes
both appealing and inexpensive yet unsafe and unsustainable.
The Sustainable Design Challenge section of the paper focuses on
construction materials, safety and end-of-life issues of manufactured homes.
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The Design Process and Results section focuses on improving safety by
adding anchoring systems, improving sustainability of construction materials and
adding modularity to the design to extend design life resulting in the reduction of
resource depletion and construction materials waste going into landfills. The
results of Life Cycle Assessments (LCAs) performed on the proposed
manufactured home design were compared to that of a currently available
manufactured home on the market. The LCAs were performed as the design
progressed. This gave the designer the ability to compare the impacts of different
material choices even before final specifications were completed.

Existing Market
This section will briefly explore the existing market for affordable, single-family
homes both conventional and sustainable, focusing on manufactured homes,
prefabricated homes, modular homes and the new tiny house movement. It will
then compare the pros and cons of manufactured houses in order to gain a
clearer idea of the more pressing areas in need of improvement.
Manufactured homes
Manufactured homes are typically inexpensive, single-family dwellings made in a
factory and installed over a permanent wheeled chassis to facilitate its
transportation to the onsite location. Therefore, they do not require a permanent
foundation (see Figure 6). The target market for manufactured homes is primarily
to first time home buyers with an average annual income of less than $30,000
MCAD, Spring 2015
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USD (2012 Market Facts). The median price in Texas for a single-wide
manufactured home is $65,300 with an average size of about 1,200 square feet;
see Figure 7 (Manufactured Home Survey). Manufactured homes are commonly
designed to meet minimum construction standards and are made with the
cheapest construction materials including vinyl siding, particle board, vinyl doors
and windows, asphalt shingles and glued down gypsum boards. They are also
poorly insulated and energy inefficient (Fact Sheet). As of 2015, none of the large
manufactured home companies, including Clayton Homes, Champion Homes,
Fleetwood Homes, or Palm Harbor, offered sustainable home models in their
catalog.

Figure 6. Anatomy of a Mobile Home (Image source: www.foremost.com;
Used with permission.)
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Figure 7. Typical Manufactured Home. (Image source: Claytonhomes.com;
Used with permission.)

The I-House
Advertised as a sustainable manufactured home, the I-House (Figure 8) was
produced in 2007 by Clayton Homes to a declining housing market. With features
like higher R-value insulation, low-e windows, steel siding, optional photo voltaic
panes and even a rain water collection feature, the design was welcomed by
trade publications but it carried a price tag of almost $100 to $115 USD per
square foot (in 2015 USD). The target demographic was not interested in
environmental issues and the project was short lived with only 20 units sold
(Alter, 2010).
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Figure 8. The I-House. (Image source: Clayonhomes.com;
Used with permission.)
Sustainable Prefabricated Homes
The construction elements (i.e., floors, walls, roofs, etc.,) of prefabricated homes
(known commonly as “prefabs”) are built off-site in sections with a considerable
part of the final assembly performed onsite. Prefab homes differ from
manufactured as they depend on being attached to a permanent foundation in
order finalize its construction.
Although new on the market, sustainable prefab homes using renewable
materials and energy features, such as photovoltaic panels, are becoming known
to consumers due to their contemporary designs, open plan layouts and use of
technology (Figure 9). Blu Homes in Vallejo, California, is one of the more
recognized names in this market. With prices starting about $220 USD per
square foot (Bluhomes), about four times the cost of a standard manufactured
home, sustainable prefab homes may appeal to dense high value markets, such
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as in San Francisco. However, at this price range this option is out of reach much
of the rest of the country when the median value of a home is $88.75 USD per
square foot (Census.gov).

Figure 9. Sustainable Prefab by Taliesin.edu. (Image source: Bill Timmerman;
Used with permission.)
Modular Homes
A modular home is visually identical to an onsite stick-built home (Figure 10) but
differs on construction methods as 70% to 80% of the scope is assembled offsite under climate controlled conditions. This process is similar to manufactured
homes as modular houses are transported to an onsite after production. They
differ to manufactured homes in that they are required to be installed over a
permanent foundation prior of the final assembly. Modular houses offer an
extensive range of customization in regards to layouts and finishes. When set
onsite these houses are required to meet all international residential building
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codes (IRC) in addition to specific city ordinances (Winter, 13); a key difference
from manufactured homes.

Figure 10. Typical Modular Home. (Image source: MHimperialhomes.com;
Used with permission.)
Tiny Houses
The small house, or “tiny” house, movement encourages the user to live in a
dwelling that would be considered extremely small for a home; typically less than
400 square feet (see Figure 11). The idea is usually centered on living with less,
free of clutter and with a smaller environmental footprint. One of the bigger
issues with tiny houses is the concept of economy of scale. Larger buildings cost
less per square foot and smaller ones cost more. Vendors such as Tumbleweed
Tiny House Company price these types of small dwellings at around $60,000
USD for 131 square feet (Tumbleweed Houses). Making the cost per square feet
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above $460 USD. This is more than double the cost of a sustainable prefab
home and twelve times as expensive as a single-dwelling manufactured home.

Figure 11. Example of a Tiny House, Linden Model. (Image source:
tumbleweedhouses.com; Used with permission.)

Pros and Cons of Manufactured Homes
By making comparisons between all of the aforementioned home types
(manufactured, modular, sustainable prefab and tiny houses), the author
identified the pros and cons of the current manufactured home offering in order to
identify and focus design efforts in key areas in order to arrive at a sustainable
manufactured home design alternative (see Figure 12).
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Figure 12. The Pros and Cons of Manufactured Homes. (By author.)
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Sustainable Design Challenge
The three areas of prime concern regarding the design and construction of
sustainable manufactured housing addressed in this thesis are: construction
materials, safety and end-of-life. These areas provide an opportunity for a new
era of thought and design for affordable, single-family housing which could
transform the industry. The three areas are addressed below in further detail.
Construction Materials
Building material waste created by construction of new spaces and by demolition
constitutes approximately 60% of the total non-industrial waste generated in the
US (Zahn). Currently, less than 1% of the manufactured homes in the country are
Energy Star rated and heating them is by far the highest energy consumption for
a mobile home owner, especially in the northern states that are located within the
Department of Housing and Urban Development’s (HUD) Thermal Zone 3 (see
Figure 13).
Unlike like their site-built counterparts, manufactured homes are not required to
comply with the International Energy Conservation Code (IECC). The IECC
describes site specific energy saving measures including insulated windows,
direct solar heat gain, minimum levels of insulation and high efficiency heating
ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems. Citing the disregard of costeffectiveness, the burden of having to comply with two different agencies
(Department of Energy and HUD), and the lack of experience by DOE
understanding the manufactured housing industry, the Manufactured Housing
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Institute (MHI) has shown a fervent opposition to the Energy Independence and
Security Act of 2007 (EISA, P.L.110-140) which would require manufactured
homes to comply with IECC (Robinson and Starkey, 2014).

Figure 13. HUD Thermal Zone Map. (Image source: Manufactured Housing
Institute; Used with permission.)
Safety
The level of fatalities discussed earlier speaks to the deficiency in safety and
regulations related to the manufacture and onsite installation of mobile homes.
Because they lack more stringent inspection requirements and a proper
anchoring system (manufactured housing rules, 15) they are not only unsafe for
the owners and occupants but are also unsafe for neighboring installations
(Figure 15).
In recent years the number of tornado fatalities have decreased considerably,
which is due in part to technological advances in weather forecasting, better alert
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systems and improved preparedness of people in what is called “Tornado Alley”
(Brooks & Doswell, 4). Tornado Alley used to include part of Nebraska, Kansas,
Oklahoma and north Texas. Now, due to the frequency and severity of tornados,
Tornado Alley also includes Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, Missouri, Arkansas, Louisiana,
Mississippi, part of Tennessee, Alabama and even part of Florida (see Figure
14).

Figure 14. New Tornado Alley Map. (Image source: SPC; Used with permission.)

Recent studies and analysis of NOAA and US Census Bureau data have stated
that due to the tendency of mobile homes to be located in suburban or rural
areas (where they are highly unregulated and by de facto more exposed to the
elements) increases the chance of harm and even fatalities when compared with
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onsite housing (Sutter and Simmons, 2010). In their paper Sutter and Simmons
concluded that the “mobile home problem” generates from structural
vulnerabilities and lack of sheltering such as from treed areas, other stable
buildings, etc.

Figure 15. Typical Behavior a Manufactured Home Under Lateral High Wind
Loads. (By author.)
End-of-Life
In the mid 1990’s, the Texas legislature produced Senate Bill 1509 to create Self
Help Centers (SHC). The SHC is a nonprofit organization working under the
Texas Department of Housing And Community Affairs in the southern most
counties including El Paso, Starr, Hidalgo, Willacy, Cameron and Webb, which
comprise some of the poorest areas in the in the nation. This program provides
home reconstruction after disaster, housing improvements, neighborhood
infrastructure and access to funds counseling to families in areas previously
identified as low and very low-income “colonias” (Avidrez).
After having a meeting with Ms. Anna Villarreal, the SHC director for Starr
County, she stated that, years ago and by the recommendation of the county
MCAD, Spring 2015
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council leaders, her SHC group stopped assisting for the improvement or
reconstruction of manufactured homes as it was considered at the time to be a
waste of resources with very little to no return on investment. This is because no
added value is given to manufactured homes and most likely the dwelling will be
in a constant state of repair (Pers. Interview, Villarreal, 2015).
Most of manufactured homes used by very low income families have been
handed down at little to no cost by the previous owner, but the end user will still
have to come up with close to $2,000 in fees for relocation and installation.
Another important issue of concern that Ms. Villarreal identified is that (in the
SHC experience) older homes have been prone to fires due to faulty and not up
to code electrical installations, making this a great safety hazard (Pers. Interview,
Villarreal, 2015).
Because of the aforementioned reasons, the SHC has been discouraging the
donation and even purchase of mobile homes to satisfy the urgent housing
needs of the families that they help after a disaster event. The SHC will even go
to the extreme of building a shelter in order to provide temporary and free
accommodations to support their clients getting back on their feet as they move
into a more permanent housing solution.
The great majority of manufactured homes are not designed for disassembly,
recycling or even refurbishing. Older manufactured homes present additional
environmental and health hazards such as lead based paint, asbestos,
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formaldehyde and volatile organic compounds (VOCs), among others (Brunker,
2008).
Due to depreciation, manufactured homes are often abandoned onsite. This has
become so much of an issue that in 2011 the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) commissioned a study called “Abandoned Mobile Home Toolkit, Best
Management Practices Resource Guide” in order to deal with the deconstruction
of these homes in a more sustainable way (Young). Old and/or abandoned
manufactured houses are blights on communities. Additionally, they are safety
hazards and after being abandoned they often end up as a financial burden on
municipalities and counties for proper disposal (Sorg, 2006).

Design Process and Results
With typically smaller footprints, requiring less construction materials and the
ability to reduce waste as a result of their fabrication process, manufactured
homes are an ideal candidate for a sustainable housing alternative (Lewis,
Roberts, Rohloff, Lin, Rosenberg and Wheeler, 2012). The three main areas of
concern that are the focus of this thesis work for the new design of a sustainable
manufactured home are detailed below.
More Sustainable Construction Materials
A key factor for a more sustainable design of mobile homes is the type of
construction materials used. Material choices are important for a number of
reasons including occupant health, end-of-life, reduced environmental impact
and improved economics. Although the current consensus is that materials from
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sustainable sources demand a higher cost, the efficient use of sustainable
materials by simplifying design and construction practices into fewer but better
performing options and optimizing the amount of parts used could help decrease
some of the materials costs.
This paper supports making wise, affordable decisions that meet each of these
criteria by replacing typical materials with better material choices that arrive at
better results through the Life Cycle Assessment (LCA). The following is a list of
suggested materials for use in the design of a sustainable manufactured home.
Proposed

to replace

Wood siding

Vinyl siding

TPO roofing membrane
Bamboo flooring
FSC certified wood products
Cotton batten / cellulose insulation
Hollow steel shape frame
Recycled quartz countertops

Asphalt shingles
Vinyl flooring
Soft wood framing
Fiberglass insulation
Structural steel chassis
Plastic laminated & particle board

Because the typical manufactured home is required to be transported fully
assembled, it is usually cladded in vinyl siding. This choice allows for this shell to
conform to the flexible frame of house in order to arrive on site with minimum
damage. Vinyl siding has a large environmental impact because it is made of
polyvinyl chloride (PVC) which health concerns due to dioxins are widely
documented (Altshuler; Horst, Norris, and Nishioka, 7). By redesigning the
chassis and/or framing, the typical vinyl siding could be replaced with an
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alternative, such as wood siding, and by doing so take a first step to reduce the
environmental impacts of mobile homes.
Another area of focus for the new design to reduce the environmental impacts of
the home is to replace the typical asphalt shingles used for manufactured homes.
Asphalt shingles are made from petroleum (a non-renewable resource) and are
widely known to be hazardous to health due to particle emissions, toxic VOCs
and are extremely slow to decompose and producing methane (EPA). Replacing
them with a single-ply, thermoplastic polyolefin (TPO) membrane will have a
reduction in mass, prolong the useful life of the roof system and overall structure,
and most likely result in a better environmental performance.
A redesign of the typical chassis of a manufactured home could reduce the
amount of wall and roof framing required. By reducing the number and/or size of
wood studs and roof joists, overall mass would decrease. In combination, less
resources will be consumed per unit, and by default, have a lesser ecological
impact.
A Safer Alternative
Since the 1930’s, the automotive industry has improved their space-frame design
from a body-on-frame (or ladder chassis construction; see Figure 16) to a
unibody chassis and frame design that wraps and protects their occupants
(Figure 17). The unibody design vastly reduces fatalities in car crashes
(Ossiander, 2014).
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Manufactured housing safety, or lack thereof, has remained basically unchanged
since early mobile homes started to be mass-produced in the 1950’s. This
research and design of a new sustainable manufactured home takes inspiration
from improvements made in the automotive industry’s unibody chassis and frame
design. The safety of mobile home occupants will be vastly improved by
enclosing the house in a structural exoskeleton. In doing so, the occupants will
be better protected against storm damage and rollover by lateral wind loads.
The proposed design takes the steel already used in the construction of a typical
manufactured home chassis with large structural steel I-beams, structural steel
braces and outriggers (Figure 18), and replaces it with smaller hollow steel
shapes (HSS) square tubes (Figure 19).
For additional safety, the entire boxed truss frame can be anchored to the ground
by a bolted connection plate (Figure 22) to improve stability yet still permit
disassembly. It will also be possible to reuse the anchoring system if the mobile
home is relocated, thus qualifying it as a non-permanent foundation.
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Figure 16. Typical Body on Frame with Ladder Type Chassis. (Image source:
petrolsmell.com; Used with permission.)

Figure 17. Unibody Chassis Design. (Image source: forums.vwvortex.com;
Used with permission.)
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Figure 18. Typical Manufactured Home Chassis. (By author.)

Figure 19. Preliminary Manufactured Home Chassis for Proposed Design.
(By author.)
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Helical Piles
Helical piles are small steel columns used in deep foundation systems. They are
extremely effective as they utilize depth and soil adhesion instead of mass and
gravity to anchor buildings into the ground (Figure 20). This pre-engineered
system also takes advantage of small helices to screw its shafts into the
undisturbed soil, making them an excellent medium for load transferring from the
upper connection plates downward. In the design of a sustainable manufactured
home, a bolted connection from the bottom of the house frame to these plates
will allow the design to fully qualify as a semi-permanent dwelling. Other
advantages of helical piles are: ease of transportation, prefabrication and the
ability to being unscrewed in order to be reused at a different site. Helical piles
are effective an average of 70 years and, as long as soil conditions (verified via a
geotechnical report) prove to be of similar characteristics.

Figure 20. Typical Helical Pile. (Image Source: magnumpiering.com;
Used with permission.)
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Extending End-of-Life
Typical manufactured homes were not designed to be expanded upon. Attempts
to increase the living space of manufactured homes have been made but in
crude ways. Home owners usually expand living space buy tacking on makeshift
wood-framed additions cladded in corrugated metal or plastic siding. This trend
tends to accelerate the depreciation process of the house.
The proposed manufactured home design will incorporate modularity in order to
allow the home owner to expand or contract the unit as their space requirements
change over time (e.g., more space with the arrival of a new member of the
family or less area needed when kids are off to college). In addition to using an
improved anchoring system, having an exoskeleton-type frame structure will
facilitate the attachment of additional modules like a kitchen, bathroom or
adjacent studios, which will vastly improve the useful life of mobile homes. After a
quick refurbish, modules could immediately be reused for a new configuration for
a new owner. Reusing existing modules will considerably reduce consumption by
repurposing rather than abandoning, thus improving end-of-life and reducing
landfill use. With a higher quality of construction, planned modularity and
adaptability, the proposed design will help to solve typical end-of-life issues
which plague the mobile home (and all home construction) market today.
Below are possible combinations of the typical uses for a manufactured home.
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Figure 21. Most Typical Uses of a Manufactured Home. (By author.)

Figure 22. A Typical Base Model: Sleep – Eat – Live. (By author.)
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Figure 23. Base Model with the Addition of a “Work” Module. (By author.)

Figure 24. Model with a Later Addition of a Second “Sleep” Module. (By author.)
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Figure 25 and 26. Early Sketches of Proposed Design. (By author.)

Early Designs
After identifying the design of a new framing system as an opportunity to improve
on all three areas of focus (better building materials, safety and end-of-life) the
challenge was then to make a design that would be appealing to the consumer.
The following images show an early design and framing concept.
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Figure 27 and 28. Early Chassis and Anchoring Designs. (By author.)
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Figure 29 and 30. Early Designs for the Proposed Sustainable Manufactured
Home. (By author.)
Framing System
Illustrations of a more developed 4”x4”x1/4” HSS framing system and bolted
connections.

Figure 31. Typical Starter and Annex Frame Module. (By author.)
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Figure 32. Proposed Bolted Connection, Frame to Frame. (By author.)

Figure 33. Proposed Bolted Connection, Frame to Pile. (By author.)
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Final Design

Figure 34. Proposed Sustainable Manufacture Home Design, Final Design Plan.
(By author.)

Figure 35. Proposed Sustainable Manufacture Home Design, Elevation.
(By author.)
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Figure 36. Proposed Sustainable Manufacture Home Design, Isometric View.
(By author.)

Figure 37. Proposed Sustainable Manufacture Home Design, Section.
(By author.)
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Figure 38. Proposed Sustainable Manufacture Home Design, Exploded view.
(By author.)

Key Features of the Final Design


Exposed boxed truss frame design



Sustainable construction materials



Helical pile anchoring system
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Figure 39. Proposed Sustainable Manufacture Home Design, Rendering.
(By author.)

Figure 40. Proposed Sustainable Manufacture Home Design, X-Ray View.
(By author.)
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Structural Analysis
As discussed previously in this paper, manufactured homes are an enticing
option for first time home owners and retirees, but have been historically built
with a low construction and safety standards. On the other hand, the design of
single-family dwellings in most cities are required to be based on the more
stringent and complete International Residential Code (IRC) which requires a
licensed professional engineer for the framing and foundation portions. In most
jurisdictions, the installation and anchoring of manufactured homes does not fall
into cities’ official inspection requirements.
Per a conversation with Mr. Bryant De La Cruz (PE), who is a structural engineer
in the state of Texas, manufactured homes are not being designed, fabricated or
installed with comparable requirements as those call out in the IRC, especially
with regards of safety (Pers. Interview, De La Cruz, 2015). This is a key factor in
achieving a more sustainable manufactured home. A typical wood-frame, onsite
home is designed for maximum possible storms to occur over a certain span of
time. For example, a structure designed for a risk II category storm only has a
7% of probability that wind speeds will exceed this speed over 50 years (Simiu,
2011).
Besides improving the structural performance, the proposed galvanized steel
exoskeleton-type boxed truss design will allow this sustainable manufactured
house to comply with IRC as a regular site-built home while still being able to be
considered as a impermanent dwelling, due to its ability to be bolted to its helical
pile anchors. This design would also add rigidity to the overall structure and
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prevents deformation of the envelope as is used as the main lateral force system
(Pers. Interview, De La Cruz, 2015).
Another issue discussed with Mr. De La Cruz was the concern about rollover, as
this occurs when high winds push manufactured homes from its supports and
strap ties. The proposed framing can be used with a gravity frame in order to
protect its occupants from collapse. Currently, there does not seem to be any
rollover analysis performed on manufactured houses (Pers. Interview, De La
Cruz, 2015). A complete rollover analysis at this stage in the design process isn’t
possible but, based on Mr. De La Cruz’s preliminary calculations and research,
the proposed design framing and anchoring systems are predicted to meet basic
safety requirements comparable to those of an onsite built house with a steel
reinforced concrete slab on grade (Pers. Interview, De La Cruz, 2015).

Figure 41. Structural model of proposed frame. Generated with Ram Elements
Software by Bryant De La Cruz (PE). (Image source: Bryant De La Cruz;
Used with permission.)
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Mr. De La Cruz used Ram Elements, a structural analysis software, to determine
the response of the steel frame under the nominal wind loads discussed (see
Figure 41). He suggested that a model similar to this will be sufficient to
determine the response and performance of the steel frame subjected to the
wind event (Pers. Interview, De La Cruz, 2015).

Figure 42. Frame analysis during roll over. Generated with Ram Elements
Software by Bryant De La Cruz (PE). (Image source: Bryant De La Cruz, PE;
Used with permission.)
Figure 42 depicts the framing system under a 45-degree rolled position in order
to predict any structural vulnerabilities if the framing became detached from the
helical pile anchoring system. Mr. De La Cruz noted that the analysis he ran was
as a static model (Pers. Interview, De La Cruz, 2015). With more sophisticated
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software, a dynamic model analysis could be performed in order to further
evaluate the structural response of the frame under the applied loads. He also
pointed out that in the common practice of structural engineering, a static model
analysis in adequate for small rigid frames as the one proposed in this paper
(Pers. Interview, De La Cruz, 2015).
Sustainability of Construction Materials
LCA is an analysis tool to evaluate the environmental impacts of a product from
its inception all the way to the end-of-life. LCAs take into account all phases of
fabrication and use, from resource sourcing, manufacture and maintenance to
disposal. This allows designers to gather a wider view of the materials chosen,
and to allow them to isolate potential design alternatives that may lower the
product’s ecological footprint.
This paper presents the results of the LCA performed as a design comparison
between on a typical manufactured home and the proposed redesign. Both LCAs
were performed in building information modeling (BIM) software and reports were
generated with the use of the software called Tally by KT innovations. The
reports allowed the author to make and confirm educated material selections at
early stages of this proposed sustainable manufactured home design.
Life Cycle Assessment
The scope of the comparative LCA was cradle-to-grave and did not include
operational energy as part of the ecological footprint. Requirements were similar
between the standard manufactured home taken as a baseline and its
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sustainable counterpart. This was a full building LCA evaluation so functional
units were the square feet of building area. The scope of the LCA excluded
mechanical, electrical and plumbing items because they were similar in both the
standard and proposed designs. The comparative LCAs did include all
architectural and structural systems as well as finishes because they were key
differentiating items for the comparison.
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Figure 43. Comparative LCA Report Summary, Between Standard and Proposed
Design. (By author.)
The report summary (Figure 43) clearly shows the sustainable manufactured
home as an improvement over the baseline (a standard manufactured home) in
all phases of the LCA, with lower acidification, eutrophication, global warming,
ozone and smog potentials.
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Figure 44. Results of Comparative LCA by Construction Specification Institute
(CSI) Divisions. (By author.)
Figure 44 illustrates the results of the LCA by Construction Specification Institute
(CSI) divisions. There was a noticeable reduction in mass. The author was able
to identify the key areas of focus to dig deeper to arrive at fewer environmental
impacts. As an example, the ozone depletion potential showed metals as the
larger offender even though the proposed sustainable design reduced this
potential by more than 40% due to the reduction on steel component when
compared to the baseline efforts. This could be a future focus to improve the LCA
results.
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Figure 45. Comparative LCA Report Summary with Itemized Materials.
(By author.)
Figure 45 displays a more detailed view as itemized by materials. Continuing on
with the example of ozone depletion, the impacts due to the use of steel I-beams
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of the baseline model chassis are much higher than the proposed sustainable
manufactured home design because the I-beams were replaced with the HSS
steel tubing of the boxed truss frame.
Life Cycle Assessment Conclusions
The results of the LCAs clearly showed a total 32% decrease in mass from the
manufactured home used as a baseline to the proposed sustainable home
design. This is mainly due to the reduction in the amount of wood-framing and
steel from the structural I-beams, braces and outriggers compared to the lighter
HSS used as a boxed truss frame. This design change reduced environmental
impacts considerably but it was after replacing material selections from previous
design options, like the aluminum-framed windows for a wood-framed window
alternative, that it became obvious that material selections could steer results for
an even smaller ecological footprint.
Affordability
Besides environment and people, the other pillar of any sustainable project is
economy. In recent years sustainable home design and construction have
populated the market appealing to a generation X and Millennials in search of a
smaller ecological footprint. These options are often criticized to include a green
premium where companies target their brand based on a common consensus
that environmental issues appeal to a demographic of higher status, a term
sometimes referred as “environmental elitism.”
An attractive offer for a sustainable manufactured home should be priced as
close as possible to an onsite house but significantly below the cost of a
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53

sustainable prefab home in order to make this appealing to a market in search of
the benefits of a manufactured home.
Cost Estimate
Concept

Type

Qty

Unit cost
Material

Subtotal

Labor

03:Concrete
Structural concrete;

0

$ -

0

$ -

3000 psi; generic

05:Metals
Aluminum; extruded;
anodized
structural steel, cage

4x4x1/4"

934 Lf

$ 11.00

$ 9.00

$ 18,680

Galvanization; hot dip
Steel helical piles,

$ 10' long

10 Unit

$ 150.00

$ 120.00

$ 2,700

$ 0.57

$ 1.00

$ 2,347

and plates

06:Wood/Plastics/C
omposites
roof insulation; cotton

1495 Sf

$ $ Domestic softwood;

2x8"

1495 Sf

$ 1.47

$ 1.20

$ 3,992
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US roof framing
Exterior grade

1/2" ext.

plywood; US SE

walls

0 Sf

$ -

Fasteners; stainless

$ -

steel
Oriented strand

0 Sf

$ -

board (OSB)
Domestic softwood;

2x6"

1152 Sf

$ 1.46

$ 1.24

$ 3,110

1152 Sf

$ 0.75

$ 0.25

$ 1,152

US floor framing

07:Thermal/Moistur
e Protection
vapor barrier

1

Fasteners;

$ -

galvanized steel
Fasteners; stainless

$ -

steel
Galvanization; hot dip

$ -

Polyethylene sheet

$ -

vapor barrier (HDPE)
TPO roof

single

1484 Sf

$ 1.36

$ 0.76

$ 3,146

ply 40
mil
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roof board

0 Sf

hardie plank siding

with

on 2x4 incl. vapor

insulatio

barrier, plywood

n

roof edge

alum, 6"

55

$ -

1232 Sf

$ 4.66

$ 5.95

$ 13,072

188 Lf

$ 10.05

$ 8.50

$ 3,487

4 Unit

$ 267.00

$153.00

$ 1,680

2 Unit

$ 980.00

$ 238.00

$ 2,436

$ 17.00

$ 11.00

$ 8,736

08: Openings &
Glazing
Door; interior; wood;
hollow core; flush
Door; Exterior; wood;

36" x6'-8

solid core;
Glazing; double;

312 Sf

insulated (air); low-E
$ Window frame; wood; 30x48

7 Unit

$ 196.00

$ 187.00

$ 2,681

operable

09:Finishes
Ceramic tile; glazed

104 Sf

$ 3.25

$ 0.96

$ 438

Flooring; bamboo

932 Sf

$ 1.75

$ 1.75

$ 3,262

2380 Sf

$ 0.15

$ 0.75

$ 2,142

plank
Paint; interior acrylic
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latex
Interior Partition, 1/2"

780 Sf

$ 1.45

$ 2.87

$ 3,370

1152 Sf

$ 0.65

$ 2.65

$ 3,802

gyp on 2x4 stud
w/insul
ceiling, 1/2" gyp
painted

15: Mechanical
HVAC

1 Lot

$ 5,600

Plumbing

1 Lot

$ 1,150

Lighting

1 lot

$ 620

Power

1 lot

$ 1,280

16: Electrical

Total

$ 88,882

Adj.

x91.5%

total

$ 81,327

Sf

1152.00

Cost/Sf

$ 70.60

Table 1. The cost estimate for the proposed sustainable manufactured home.
(By author.)
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Cost Comparison

Type of Dwelling

Size
(Sq.
ft.)

Cost

Per Sq. ft.

Source

Premium Prefab

1202

$ 375,000

$ 311.98

bluhomes.com

Sustainable
Prefab

1350

$ 405,000

$ 300.00

stillwaterdwellings.com

Manufactured

1200

$ 51,000

$ 42.50

claytonhomes.com

Onsite Home

2392

$ 212,300

$ 88.75

US Census bureau

Tiny House

221

$ 69,000

$ 312.22

tumbleweedhouses.com

Proposed
Sustainable
Manufactured
Home

1152

$ 81,327

$ 70.60

By author

Table 2. The Cost Comparison for the Proposed Sustainable Manufactured
Home to Existing Standard Manufactured Homes. (By author.)
Note: the construction estimate for the proposed design of a sustainable
manufactured home was based on labor and materials costs found in RS Means
Building construction cost data and adjusted for a location factor of south Texas.

Next steps
With the specification of passive sustainability features like day-lighting, thermal
mass, forced ventilation and active features like photovoltaic panels, wind
turbines, high efficiency HVAC systems, among others, this proposed design of a
sustainable manufactured home can increase overall LCA performance. For this
thesis project, the focus was on improving the sustainability by a way of an
updated design, better construction material selections as well as improvement
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of safety features including a new anchoring system. Operational energy and
consideration of other renewable sources were out the scope of this paper.

Conclusions
Manufactured homes fill a need but at a cost which surpasses the monetary
benefit. Manufactured homes could be designed better and should be designed
better. Improved safety, sustainability, modularity and design for second life are
just some of the concepts explored in this thesis paper and with goal to improve
on the status quo.
The US Green Building Council (USGBC), a non-profit created to promote
sustainable building design and construction, currently does not have a
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) rating specially
designed for mobile homes and mobile home manufacturing plants cannot be
certified. The same is true for the Living Building Challenge (LBC), a more
stringent international certification program for sustainable buildings, because
site requirements will vary. A dedicated LEED rating which would take into
account home designs that are not site-specific (a trait of manufactured homes)
would be very useful to gain manufacturers’ interest. A LEED rating for mobile
homes may improve sales in an environmentally-conscious market, especially for
Millennials, a generation of people used to concepts like the sharing economy
where they’ve grown less attached to the concept of ownership and see living
with less as a benefit. This design research and conclusions could promote
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changes in the construction and use of manufactured homes that may lead to an
affordable more sustainable manufactured housing solution.
This thesis work provided the opportunity to advance the author’s architectural
career by finding sustainable solutions to the real word problem of how
manufactured homes are currently perceived and built.
The proposed sustainable manufactured home design described in detail
throughout this paper was able to reduce mass by a 32%, perform better than
the baseline mobile home in the LCA, improve safety considerably when
compared to a typical manufactured home and still be place in a price range 20%
below the cost of an onsite home.
Architecture and construction play a great role in sustainability efforts. The
current way homes are built, stick-by-stick and brick-by-brick, is archaic and due
for a change. By applying an assembly line process in a controlled environment,
manufactured homes will become more efficient, reduce waste, improve quality
and prices will still be affordable.
This paper proposes that a healthy, safe and well-designed home should be a
right, not a privilege.
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Legend
Net value (impacts + credits)
Design Options
Option 1 - Mobile home (primary)
Option 2 - Sustainable home

Manufacturing
05 - Metals
06 - Wood/Plastics/Composites
07 - Thermal and Moisture Protection
08 - Openings and Glazing
09 - Finishes

Maintenance and Replacement
05 - Metals
06 - Wood/Plastics/Composites
07 - Thermal and Moisture Protection
08 - Openings and Glazing
09 - Finishes

End of Life
05 - Metals
06 - Wood/Plastics/Composites
07 - Thermal and Moisture Protection
08 - Openings and Glazing
09 - Finishes
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Results per Life Cycle Stage, itemized by Revit Category
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Net value (impacts + credits)
Design Options
Option 1 - Mobile home (primary)
Option 2 - Sustainable home

Manufacturing
Ceilings
Curtain Panels
Curtain Wall Mullions
Doors
Floors
Roofs
Structure
Walls
Windows

Maintenance and Replacement
Ceilings
Curtain Panels
Curtain Wall Mullions
Doors
Floors
Roofs
Structure
Walls
Windows

End of Life
Ceilings
Curtain Panels
Curtain Wall Mullions
Doors
Floors
Roofs
Structure
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Windows
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Results per CSI Division
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Design Options
Option 1 - Mobile home (primary)
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CSI Divisions
05 - Metals
06 - Wood/Plastics/Composites
07 - Thermal and Moisture Protection
08 - Openings and Glazing
09 - Finishes
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Results per CSI Division, itemized by Tally Entry
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Design Options
Option 1 - Mobile home (primary)
Option 2 - Sustainable home

05 - Metals
Steel, plate
Steel, rectangular tubing
Steel, round tubing
Steel, wide flange shape

06 - Wood/Plastics/Composites
Oriented strandboard (OSB)
Plywood, exterior grade
Plywood, interior grade
Wood framing
Wood framing with insulation
Wood siding, hardwood

07 - Thermal and Moisture Protection
Asphalt felt sheet
Flashspun HDPE vapor retarder
Glass-fiber, blanket
Metal roofing panels, formed
Plastic siding, vinyl
SBS modified asphalt shingles
TPO roofing membrane, sheet, white

08 - Openings and Glazing
Door frame, wood
Door, interior, wood, hollow core, flush
Door, interior, wood, particle board core, flush
Glazing, double pane IGU
Window frame, vinyl
Window frame, wood
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09 - Finishes
Carpet, nylon, generic
Ceramic tile, glazed
Flooring, bamboo plank
Flooring, vinyl sheet
Wall board, gypsum
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Results per CSI Division, itemized by Material
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Design Options
Option 1 - Mobile home (primary)
Option 2 - Sustainable home

05 - Metals
Cold formed structural steel
Galvanization, hot dip
Hot rolled structural steel
Steel, sheet

06 - Wood/Plastics/Composites
Cellulose insulation, blown
Domestic hardwood, US
Domestic softwood, US
Exterior grade plywood, US
Exterior grade plywood, US SE
Fasteners, stainless steel
Fiberglass blanket insulation, kraft paper faced
Fiberglass blanket insulation, unfaced
Interior grade plywood, US SE
Oriented strandboard (OSB)
Wood stain, water based

07 - Thermal and Moisture Protection
Asphalt felt sheet, roofing underlayment
Fasteners, galvanized steel
Fasteners, stainless steel
Fiberglass blanket insulation, kraft paper faced
Foil facing
Galvanization, hot dip
Polyethelene sheet vapor barrier (HDPE)
Roofing shingles, SBS modified asphalt, strip
Titanium zinc sheet, prePATINA bright-rolled, EPD - Rheinzink
TPO roofing membrane, sheet, white
Vinyl siding
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08 - Openings and Glazing
Aluminum turn-tilt window fitting
Aluminum window fitting, EPD - FSB
Door frame, wood, no door
Door, interior, wood, hollow core, flush
Door, interior, wood, particle board core, flush
Galvanized steel tilt-turn window fittings for wood- and PVC-window, EPD - FSB
Glazing, double, insulated (air)
Glazing, double, insulated (air), low-E
Stainless steel, door hardware, lever lock, interior, residential
Window frame, vinyl, operable
Window frame, wood, fixed
Window frame, wood, operable
Wood stain, water based

09 - Finishes
Ceramic tile, glazed
Flooring adhesive, carpet
Flooring, bamboo plank
Flooring, sheet vinyl
Latex adhesive
Paint, interior acrylic latex
Polyurethane floor finish, water-based
Residential bedroom carpet, medium pile weight
Thinset mortar
Wall board, gypsum, natural
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Results per Revit Category
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Design Options
Option 1 - Mobile home (primary)
Option 2 - Sustainable home

Revit Categories
Ceilings
Curtain Panels
Curtain Wall Mullions
Doors
Floors
Roofs
Structure
Walls
Windows
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Results per Revit Category, itemized by Family
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HSS-Hollow Structural Section: HSS4X2X1/4
HSS-Hollow Structural Section: HSS4X4X1/4
HSS-Hollow Structural Section-Column: HSS4X4X1/4
HSS-Round Structural Tubing: HSS5X0.250
W-Wide Flange: W12X26

Design Options
Option 1 - Mobile home (primary)
Option 2 - Sustainable home

Ceilings
GWB on WD Stud

Curtain Panels
System Panel: Glazed

Curtain Wall Mullions
Rectangular Mullion: 2.5" x 5" rectangular

Doors
Single-Flush: 24" x 80"
Single-Flush: 30" x 80"
Single-Flush: 30" x 84"
Single-Flush: 36" x 80"
Single-Flush: 36" x 84"
Single-Glass 2: 36" x 82
Sliding_Door_Pocket_door_-_Wood_8628: 1.00mx2.00m

Floors
Insulation 6"
Wood Joist 6" - carpet Finish
Wood Joist 6" - tile Finish
Wood Joist 6" - Vinyl Finish
Wood Joist 6" - Wood Finish

Roofs
AMSI_US175LS_REGAL-WHITE_over_Dimensional-Wood-Framing-as-Specified
Wood Rafter 8" - Asphalt Shingle - Insulated

Structure
Column Base Plate-4 Hole: 1/2"
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Walls
Alside - Conquest - Double 4 in Dutch Lap - Antique Parchment Color over Shea...
Interior - 4 1/2" Partition
Wood siding over Sheathing and Framing as Specified

Windows
Double Hung with Trim: 36" x 48" mtl trim
Double Hung with Trim: 36" x 60
Slider with Trim: 36" x 24"
Slider with Trim: 48" x 20" mtl trim
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Results per Revit Category, itemized by Tally Entry
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TPO roofing membrane, sheet, white
Wood framing with insulation

Design Options
Option 1 - Mobile home (primary)
Option 2 - Sustainable home

Structure
Steel, plate
Steel, rectangular tubing
Steel, round tubing
Steel, wide flange shape

Ceilings
Wall board, gypsum
Wood framing with insulation

Curtain Panels
Glazing, double pane IGU

Curtain Wall Mullions
Window frame, wood

Doors
Door frame, wood
Door, interior, wood, hollow core, flush
Door, interior, wood, particle board core, flush
Glazing, double pane IGU

Floors
Carpet, nylon, generic
Ceramic tile, glazed
Flooring, bamboo plank
Flooring, vinyl sheet
Glass-fiber, blanket
Plywood, exterior grade
Plywood, interior grade
Wood framing

Roofs
Asphalt felt sheet
Metal roofing panels, formed
Plywood, exterior grade
SBS modified asphalt shingles
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Walls
Flashspun HDPE vapor retarder
Oriented strandboard (OSB)
Plastic siding, vinyl
Wall board, gypsum
Wood framing
Wood siding, hardwood

Windows
Glazing, double pane IGU
Window frame, vinyl
Window frame, wood
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Results per Revit Category, itemized by Material
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Latex adhesive
Polyurethane floor finish, water-based
Residential bedroom carpet, medium pile weight
Thinset mortar

Design Options
Option 1 - Mobile home (primary)
Option 2 - Sustainable home

Ceilings

Roofs
Asphalt felt sheet, roofing underlayment
Cellulose insulation, blown
Domestic softwood, US
Exterior grade plywood, US
Exterior grade plywood, US SE
Fasteners, galvanized steel
Fasteners, stainless steel
Fiberglass blanket insulation, kraft paper faced
Galvanization, hot dip
Roofing shingles, SBS modified asphalt, strip
Titanium zinc sheet, prePATINA bright-rolled, EPD - Rheinzink
TPO roofing membrane, sheet, white

Domestic softwood, US
Fiberglass blanket insulation, unfaced
Paint, interior acrylic latex
Wall board, gypsum, natural

Curtain Panels
Glazing, double, insulated (air), low-E

Curtain Wall Mullions
Aluminum window fitting, EPD - FSB
Window frame, wood, fixed

Doors
Door frame, wood, no door
Door, interior, wood, hollow core, flush
Door, interior, wood, particle board core, flush
Glazing, double, insulated (air)
Stainless steel, door hardware, lever lock, interior, residential
Wood stain, water based

Floors
Ceramic tile, glazed
Domestic softwood, US
Exterior grade plywood, US
Fiberglass blanket insulation, kraft paper faced
Flooring adhesive, carpet
Flooring, bamboo plank
Flooring, sheet vinyl
Foil facing
Interior grade plywood, US SE
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Structure
Cold formed structural steel
Galvanization, hot dip
Hot rolled structural steel
Steel, sheet

Walls
Domestic hardwood, US
Domestic softwood, US
Fasteners, stainless steel
Oriented strandboard (OSB)
Paint, interior acrylic latex
Polyethelene sheet vapor barrier (HDPE)
Vinyl siding
Wall board, gypsum, natural
Wood stain, water based
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Results per Revit Category, itemized by Material (continued)
Legend (continued)
Windows
Aluminum turn-tilt window fitting
Galvanized steel tilt-turn window fittings for wood- and PVC-window, EPD - FSB
Glazing, double, insulated (air)
Glazing, double, insulated (air), low-E
Window frame, vinyl, operable
Window frame, wood, operable
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Calculation Methodology
Studied objects
The LCA results in the report represent either an analysis of a single
building, or a comparative analysis of two or more building design
options. The single building may represent the complete
architectural, structural, and finish systems of a building or a subset
of those systems, and it may be used to compare the relative
contributions of building systems to environmental impacts and for
comparative study with one or more reference buildings. The
comparison of design options may represent a full building in
various stages of the design process, or they may represent
multiple schemes of a full or partial building that are being
compared to one another across a range of evaluation criteria.
Functional unit and reference flow
The functional unit of the analysis is the usable floor space of the
building under study. For a design option comparison of a partial
building, the functional unit is the complete set of building systems
that performs a given function. The reference flow is the amount of
material required to produce a building, or portion thereof,
designed according to the given goal and scope of the assessment,
over the full life of the building. If operational energy is included in
the assessment the reference flow also includes the electrical and
thermal energy consumed on site over the life of the building. It is
the responsibility of the modeler to assure that reference buildings
or design options are functionally equivalent in terms of scope, size,
and relevant performance. The expected life of the building has a
default value of 60 years and can be modified by the model author.
System boundaries and delimitations
The analysis accounts for the full cradle-to-grave life cycle of the
design options studied, including material manufacturing,
maintenance and replacement, and eventual end-of-life (disposal,
incineration, and/or recycling), including the materials and energy
used across all life cycle stages. Optionally, the operational energy
of the building can be included within the scope.
Architectural materials and assemblies include all materials required
for the product’s manufacturing and use (including hardware,
sealants, adhesives, coatings, and finishing, etc.) up to a 1% cut-off
factor by mass with the exception of known materials that have
high environmental impacts at low levels. In these cases, a 1%
cut-off was implemented by impact.
Manufacturing includes cradle-to-gate manufacturing wherever
possible. This includes raw material extraction and processing,
intermediate transportation, and final manufacturing and assembly.
Due to data limitations, however, some manufacturing steps have
been excluded, such as the material and energy requirements for
assembling doors and windows. The manufacturing scope is listed
for each entry, detailing any specific inclusions or exclusions that fall
outside of the cradle-to-gate scope.
Transportation of upstream raw materials or intermediate products
to final manufacturing is generally included in the GaBi datasets
utilized within this tool. Transportation requirements between the
manufacturer and installation of the product, and at the end-of-life
of the product, are excluded from this study.
Infrastructure (buildings and machinery) required for the
manufacturing and assembly of building materials, as well as
packaging materials, are not included and are considered outside
the scope of assessment.
15

Maintenance and replacement encompasses the replacement of
materials in accordance with the expected service life. This includes
the end-of-life treatment of the existing products and
cradle-to-gate manufacturing of the replacement products. The
service life is specified separately for each product.
Operational energy treatment is based on the anticipated energy
consumed at the building site over the lifetime of the building. Each
energy dataset includes relevant upstream impacts associated with
extraction of energy resources (e.g., coal, crude oil), refining,
combustion, transmission, losses, and other associated factors. US
electricity generation datasets are based on subregions from US
EPA's eGRID2012 database v1.0, but adapted to account for imports
and exports into these regions. These consumption mixes - unique
to the GaBi databases - provide a more accurate reflection of
impacts associated with electricity consumption.
End-of-life treatment is based on average US construction and
demolition waste treatment methods and rates. This includes the
relevant material collection rates for recycling, processing
requirements for recycled materials, incineration rates, and
landfilling rates. Along with processing requirements, the recycling
of materials is modeled using an avoided burden approach, where
the burden of primary material production is allocated to the
subsequent life cycle based on the quantity of recovered secondary
material. Incineration of materials includes credit for average US
energy recovery rates. The impacts associated with landfilling are
based on average material properties, such as plastic waste,
biodegradable waste, or inert material. Specific end-of-life scenarios
are detailed for each entry.
Data source and quality
Tally utilizes a custom designed LCA database that combines
material attributes, assembly details, and engineering and
architectural specifications with environmental impact data
resulting from the collaboration between KieranTimberlake and PE
INTERNATIONAL. LCA modeling was conducted in GaBi 6 using
GaBi databases and in accordance with GaBi database and
modeling principles.
Geography and date: The data used are intended to represent the
US and the year 2013. Where representative data were unavailable,
proxy data were used. The datasets used, their geographic region,
and year of reference are listed for each entry. An effort was made
to choose proxy datasets that are technologically consistent with
the relevant entry.
Uncertainty in results can stem from both the data used and the
application of the data. Data quality is judged by its precision
(measured, calculated, or estimated), completeness (e.g.,
unreported emissions), consistency (degree of uniformity of the
methodology applied on a study serving as a data source), and
representativeness (geographical, temporal, and technological). The
LCI data sets from the GaBi LCI databases have been used in LCA
models worldwide in industrial and scientific applications, both as
internal and critically reviewed and published studies. The
uncertainty introduced by the use of any proxy data is reduced by
using technologically, geographically, and/or temporally similar
data. It is the responsibility of the modeler to apply the predefined
material entries appropriately to the building under study.
Tally methodology is consistent with LCA standards ISO 1404014044.
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Glossary of LCA Terminology
Environmental Impact Categories
The following list provides a description of environmental impact
categories reported according to the TRACI 2.1 characterization
scheme. References: [Bare 2010, EPA 2012, Guinée 2001]
Acidification Potential (AP)

kg SO₂ eq

A measure of emissions that cause acidifying effects to the
environment. The acidification potential is a measure of a
molecule’s capacity to increase the hydrogen ion (H⁺) concentration
in the presence of water, thus decreasing the pH value. Potential
effects include fish mortality, forest decline, and the deterioration of
building materials.
Eutrophication Potential (EP)

kg N eq

Eutrophication covers potential impacts of excessively high levels of
macronutrients, the most important of which are nitrogen (N) and
phosphorus (P). Nutrient enrichment may cause an undesirable shift
in species composition and elevated biomass production in both
aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems. In aquatic ecosystems increased
biomass production may lead to depressed oxygen levels, because
of the additional consumption of oxygen in biomass
decomposition.
Global Warming Potential (GWP)

kg CO₂ eq

A measure of greenhouse gas emissions, such as carbon dioxide
and methane. These emissions are causing an increase in the
absorption of radiation emitted by the earth, increasing the natural
greenhouse effect. This may in turn have adverse impacts on
ecosystem health, human health, and material welfare.
Ozone Depletion Potential (ODP)

kg CFC-11 eq

A measure of air emissions that contribute to the depletion of the
stratospheric ozone layer. Depletion of the ozone leads to higher
levels of UVB ultraviolet rays reaching the earth’s surface with
detrimental effects on humans and plants.
Smog Formation Potential (SFP)

kg O₃ eq

Ground level ozone is created by various chemical reactions, which
occur between nitrogen oxides (NOₓ) and volatile organic
compounds (VOCs) in sunlight. Human health effects can result in a
variety of respiratory issues including increasing symptoms of
bronchitis, asthma, and emphysema. Permanent lung damage may
result from prolonged exposure to ozone. Ecological impacts
include damage to various ecosystems and crop damage. The
primary sources of ozone precursors are motor vehicles, electric
power utilities, and industrial facilities.
Primary Energy Demand (PED)

MJ (lower heating value)

A measure of the total amount of primary energy extracted from
the earth. PED is expressed in energy demand from non-renewable
resources (e.g. petroleum, natural gas, etc.) and energy demand
from renewable resources (e.g. hydropower, wind energy, solar,
etc.). Efficiencies in energy conversion (e.g. power, heat, steam, etc.)
are taken into account.
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LCA Metadata
NOTES
The following list provides a summary of all materials and energy inputs present in the
selected study. Materials are listed in alphabetical order along with a list of all Revit
families and Tally entries in which they occur and any notes and system boundaries
accompanying their database entries. The mass given here refers to the full life-cycle mass
of material, including manufacturing and replacement.
Aluminum turn-tilt window fitting

57.8 kg

Used in the following Revit families:
Double Hung with Trim: 36" x 60
Slider with Trim: 36" x 24"

55.1 kg
2.8 kg

Used in the following Tally entries:
Window frame, vinyl

Manufacturing Scope:
Cradle to gate
End of Life Scope:
5% recycled into bitumen (includes grinding energy and avoided burden credit)
95% landiflled (inert waste)
Entry Source:
DE: Bitumen sheet v 60 (EN15804 A1-A3) PE (2012)
Cellulose insulation, blown

2,252.8 kg

Used in the following Revit families:
AMSI_US175LS_REGAL-WHITE_over_Dimensional-Wood-Framing-as-Specified2,252.8 kg

Description:
Finished aluminum metal fitting for aluminum window

Used in the following Tally entries:
Wood framing with insulation

Life Cycle Inventory:
1.647 kg/piece

Description:
Blown-in cellulose insulation

Manufacturing Scope:
Cradle to gate
End of Life Scope:
90% collection rate
remaining 10% deposited in the LCA model without recycling
material recycling efficiency dependant on the metal (89% steel, 90.2% aluminum,
stainless steel 83%, zinc 91%, brass 94%)
Plastic components incinerated resulting in credits for electricity and thermal energy
Entry Source:
DE: Aluminium window fitting combination (turn-tilt) (EN15804 A1-A3) (2012)
EOL - DE: Window fitting (tilt-turn aluminum-window) - FV S+B PE (2012)
Aluminum window fitting, EPD - FSB

Life Cycle Inventory:
0.56 kg/m² bitumen sheet

Life Cycle Inventory:
Waste paper fibers
Manufacturing Scope:
Cradle to gate
End of Life Scope:
100% landfilled (biodegradable waste)
Entry Source:
DE: Cellulose fibre blowing insulation material (EN15804 A1-A3) PE (2012)

19.1 kg

Used in the following Revit families:
Rectangular Mullion: 2.5" x 5" rectangular

19.1 kg

Ceramic tile, glazed
Used in the following Revit families:
Wood Joist 6" - tile Finish

2,855.1 kg
2,855.1 kg

Used in the following Tally entries:
Window frame, wood

Used in the following Tally entries:
Ceramic tile, glazed

Description:
Made of aluminum, plastic and steel/stainless steel, anodized surface (colorless)

Description:
Ceramic tile, glazed

Life Cycle Inventory:
0.437 kg/piece

Life Cycle Inventory:
Ceramic tile, glazed

Manufacturing Scope:
Cradle to gate, including disposal of packaging

Manufacturing Scope:
Cradle to gate

End of Life Scope:
90% collection rate
remaining 10% deposited in the LCA model without recycling
material recycling efficiency dependant on the metal (89% steel, 90.2% aluminum,
stainless steel 83%, zinc 91%, brass 94%)
Plastic components incinerated resulting in credits for electricity and thermal energy

End of Life Scope:
50% recycled into coarse aggregate (includes grinding energy and avoided burden
credit)
50% landfilled (inert material)

Entry Source:
DE: Fitting Aluminium - FSB PE-EPD (2009)
EOL - DE: Fitting Aluminium - FSB PE-EPD (2009)
Asphalt felt sheet, roofing underlayment

Entry Source:
DE: Stoneware tiles, glazed (EN15804 A1-A3) PE (2012)
Cold formed structural steel

310.4 kg

Used in the following Revit families:
AMSI_US175LS_REGAL-WHITE_over_Dimensional-Wood-Framing-as-Specified 310.4 kg

Used in the following Revit families:
HSS-Hollow Structural Section: HSS4X2X1/4
HSS-Hollow Structural Section: HSS4X4X1/4
HSS-Hollow Structural Section-Column: HSS4X4X1/4
HSS-Round Structural Tubing: HSS5X0.250

Used in the following Tally entries:
Asphalt felt sheet

Used in the following Tally entries:
Steel, rectangular tubing
Steel, round tubing

Description:
Asphalt felt sheet, exclusive of spray adhesive for roofing and wall application. Type I
felt, also called No. 15 asphalt felt, is the minimum accepted by the IBC and IRC for
underlayment and interlayment.

Description:
Cold-rolled steel
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Life Cycle Inventory:
Cold rolled steel

4,186.9 kg
1,194.8 kg
2,569.2 kg
415.3 kg
7.5 kg
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LCA Metadata (continued)
Manufacturing Scope:
Cradle to gate
End of Life Scope:
98% recovered (product has 9.5% scrap input while remainder is processed and
credited as avoided burden)
2% landfilled (inert material)
Entry Source:
NA: Steel finished cold rolled coil worldsteel (2007)
GLO: Steel sheet stamping and bending (5% loss) PE (2012)
US: Electricity grid mix PE (2010)
US: Lubricants at refinery PE (2010)
GLO: Compressed air 7 bar (medium power consumption) PE (2010)
GLO: Value of scrap worldsteel (2007)
Domestic hardwood, US
Used in the following Revit families:
Wood siding over Sheathing and Framing as Specified

Entry Source:
RNA: Softwood lumber CORRIM (2011)
Door frame, wood, no door
Used in the following Revit families:
Single-Flush: 30" x 80"
Single-Flush: 36" x 80"

768.8 kg

Description:
Wood door frame
Life Cycle Inventory:
Dimensional lumber
Manufacturing Scope:
Cradle to gate, excludes hardware, jamnb, casing, sealant
End of Life Scope:
14.5% recovered (credited as avoided burden)
22% incinerated with energy recovery
63.5% landfilled (wood product waste)

Life Cycle Inventory:
38% PNW
62% SE
Dimensional lumber
Proxied by softwood

Entry Source:
DE: Wooden frame (EN15804 A1-A3) PE (2012)

Manufacturing Scope:
Cradle to gate

Door, interior, wood, hollow core, flush
Used in the following Revit families:
Single-Flush: 24" x 80"
Single-Flush: 30" x 84"
Single-Flush: 36" x 80"
Single-Flush: 36" x 84"
Single-Glass 2: 36" x 82
Sliding_Door_Pocket_door_-_Wood_8628: 1.00mx2.00m

End of Life Scope:
14.5% recovered (credited as avoided burden)
22% incinerated with energy recovery
63.5% landfilled (untreated wood waste)
Entry Source:
US: Surfaced dried lumber, at planer mill, PNW USLCI/PE (2009)
US: Surfaced dried lumber, at planer mill, SE USLCI/PE (2009)
6,551.3 kg

Used in the following Revit families:
Alside - Conquest - Double 4 in Dutch Lap - Antique Parchment Color...
722.5 kg
AMSI_US175LS_REGAL-WHITE_over_Dimensional-Wood-Framing-as-Specified1,314.2 kg
GWB on WD Stud
1,334.5 kg
Interior - 4 1/2" Partition
535.8 kg
Wood Joist 6" - carpet Finish
585.1 kg
Wood Joist 6" - tile Finish
87.3 kg
Wood Joist 6" - Vinyl Finish
206.9 kg
Wood Joist 6" - Wood Finish
150.1 kg
Wood Rafter 8" - Asphalt Shingle - Insulated
1,467.3 kg
Wood siding over Sheathing and Framing as Specified
147.8 kg
Used in the following Tally entries:
Wood framing
Wood framing with insulation
Description:
Dimensional lumber, sawn, planed, dried and cut for standard framing or planking
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482.4 kg
120.4 kg
52.7 kg
150.5 kg
63.2 kg
63.2 kg
32.4 kg

Used in the following Tally entries:
Door, interior, wood, hollow core, flush
Description:
Interior wood door with hollow core
Life Cycle Inventory:
16.2 kg/m²
Manufacturing Scope:
Cradle to gate, excludes assembly, frame, hardware, and adhesives
End of Life Scope:
14.5% wood products recovered (credited as avoided burden)
22% wood products incinerated with energy recovery
63.5% wood products landfilled (wood product waste)
Entry Source:
US: Plywood, at plywood plant, PNW USLCI/PE (2009)
US: Plywood, at plywood plant, SE USLCI/PE (2009)
Door, interior, wood, particle board core, flush

Manufacturing Scope:
Cradle to gate

31.4 kg
32.4 kg

768.8 kg

Description:
Dimensional lumber, sawn, planed, dried and cut for standard framing or planking

Life Cycle Inventory:
17% US Pacific Northwest
30% US Southeast
11% US Inland Northwest
US Northeast/North Central 3%
39% CA
Softwood lumber

63.7 kg

Used in the following Tally entries:
Door frame, wood

Used in the following Tally entries:
Wood siding, hardwood

Domestic softwood, US

End of Life Scope:
14.5% recovered (credited as avoided burden)
22% incinerated with energy recovery
63.5% landfilled (untreated wood waste)

Used in the following Revit families:
Single-Flush: 30" x 80"
Used in the following Tally entries:
Door, interior, wood, particle board core, flush
Description:
Interior flush wood door with particle board core
Life Cycle Inventory:
12.2 kg/m² wood, 16.2 kg/m³ particle

219.7 kg
219.7 kg
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LCA Metadata (continued)
Manufacturing Scope:
Cradle to gate, excludes assembly, frame, hardware, and adhesives

Galvanized steel part. Used for fasteners and some specialized hardware (bolts, rails,
clips, etc.) that are linked to other entries by volume or weight of metal.
Life Cycle Inventory:
Galvanized steel

End of Life Scope:
14.5% wood products recovered (credited as avoided burden)
22% wood products incinerated with energy recovery
63.5% wood products landfilled (wood product waste)

Manufacturing Scope:
Cradle to gate

Entry Source:
US: Plywood, at plywood plant, PNW USLCI/PE (2009)
US: Plywood, at plywood plant, SE USLCI/PE (2009)
EU-27: Particle board PE (2012)
Exterior grade plywood, US
Used in the following Revit families:
Wood Joist 6" - carpet Finish
Wood Joist 6" - Vinyl Finish
Wood Rafter 8" - Asphalt Shingle - Insulated

End of Life Scope:
70% recovered (product has 27.6% scrap input while remainder is processed and
credited as avoided burden)
30% landfilled (inert material)
3,618.5 kg
760.3 kg
278.1 kg
2,580.2 kg

Used in the following Tally entries:
Plywood, exterior grade

Fasteners, stainless steel
Used in the following Revit families:
Alside - Conquest - Double 4 in Dutch Lap - Antique Parchment Color...
Wood Rafter 8" - Asphalt Shingle - Insulated
Wood siding over Sheathing and Framing as Specified

Description:
Plywood, unfinished
Life Cycle Inventory:
33% PNW
67% SE
Plywood

Life Cycle Inventory:
Stainless steel

Entry Source:
US: Plywood, at plywood plant, PNW USLCI/PE (2009)
US: Plywood, at plywood plant, SE USLCI/PE (2009)

Manufacturing Scope:
Cradle to gate
1,845.0 kg

Used in the following Revit families:
AMSI_US175LS_REGAL-WHITE_over_Dimensional-Wood-Framing-as-Specified1,845.0 kg
Used in the following Tally entries:
Plywood, exterior grade

Life Cycle Inventory:
Plywood
Manufacturing Scope:
Cradle to gate

896.4 kg

Used in the following Revit families:
Insulation 6"
Wood Rafter 8" - Asphalt Shingle - Insulated

266.3 kg
630.1 kg

Description:
Kraft-faced fiberglass batt
density varies from 10-14 kg/m³

Entry Source:
US: Plywood, at plywood plant, SE USLCI/PE (2009)
40.6 kg

Used in the following Revit families:
AMSI_US175LS_REGAL-WHITE_over_Dimensional-Wood-Framing-as-Specified 40.6 kg
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Fiberglass blanket insulation, kraft paper faced

Used in the following Tally entries:
Glass-fiber, blanket
Wood framing with insulation

End of Life Scope:
14.5% recovered (credited as avoided burden)
22% incinerated with energy recovery
63.5% landfilled (untreated wood waste)

Description:

End of Life Scope:
98% recovered (product has 58.1% scrap input while remainder is processed and
credited as avoided burden)
2% landfilled (inert material)
Entry Source:
RER: Stainless steel Quarto plate (304) Eurofer (2008)
GLO: Steel turning PE (2011)
US: Electricity grid mix PE (2010)
RER: Stainless steel flat product (304) - value of scrap Eurofer (2008)

Description:
Plywood, unfinished

Used in the following Tally entries:
Metal roofing panels, formed

5.0 kg
12.9 kg
1.0 kg

Description:
Stainless steel part. Used for fasteners and some specialized hardware (bolts, rails,
clips, etc.) that are linked to other entries by volume or weight of metal.

End of Life Scope:
14.5% recovered (credited as avoided burden)
22% incinerated with energy recovery
63.5% landfilled (untreated wood waste)

Fasteners, galvanized steel

18.9 kg

Used in the following Tally entries:
Plastic siding, vinyl
SBS modified asphalt shingles
Wood siding, hardwood

Manufacturing Scope:
Cradle to gate

Exterior grade plywood, US SE

Entry Source:
GLO: Steel wire rod worldsteel (2007)
GLO: Steel turning PE (2012)
GLO: Unit load galvanisation (1 m2 steel sheet part
electrolytic) PE (2012)
GLO: Value of scrap worldsteel (2007)

Life Cycle Inventory:
Fiberglass, Kraft paper
Manufacturing Scope:
Cradle to gate
End of Life Scope:
100% landfilled (10% biodegradable waste, 90% inert waste)
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LCA Metadata (continued)
Entry Source:
US: Fiberglass Kraft Faced NAIMA (2007)
Fiberglass blanket insulation, unfaced

254.6 kg

Used in the following Revit families:
GWB on WD Stud

254.6 kg

Entry Source:
CN: Bamboo (estimation) PE (2012)
GLO: Bulk commodity carrier PE (2012)
US: Heavy fuel oil at refinery (0.3wt.% S) PE (2010)
CN: Electricity grid mix PE (2010)
DE: Phenol formaldehyde resin PE (2012)
Flooring, sheet vinyl

Used in the following Tally entries:
Wood framing with insulation

Used in the following Revit families:
Wood Joist 6" - Vinyl Finish

Description:
Fiberglass batt
density varies from 10-14 kg/m³

Used in the following Tally entries:
Flooring, vinyl sheet

Life Cycle Inventory:
Fiberglass

Description:
Unbacked vinyl sheet flooring

Manufacturing Scope:
Cradle to gate

Life Cycle Inventory:
Laminated PVC flooring

End of Life Scope:
100% landfilled (inert waste)

Manufacturing Scope:
Cradle to gate

Entry Source:
US: Fiberglass Batt NAIMA (2007)

End of Life Scope:
100% landfilled (plastic waste)

Flooring adhesive, carpet
Used in the following Revit families:
Wood Joist 6" - carpet Finish

167.3 kg
167.3 kg

133.7 kg
133.7 kg

Entry Source:
EU-25: Flooring PVC printed, laminated EN 649 ERFMI (2005)
Foil facing

18.6 kg

Used in the following Tally entries:
Carpet, nylon, generic

Used in the following Revit families:
Insulation 6"

Description:
Carpet adhesive

Used in the following Tally entries:
Glass-fiber, blanket

Life Cycle Inventory:
30% kaolin, 30% naphtha
5% urea, 30% water, 5% rosin acid

Description:
Aluminum foil facing to be linked with appropriate insulation products. Entry based on
7 micron foil.

Manufacturing Scope:
Cradle to gate, plus emissions during application

Life Cycle Inventory:
Aluminum foil

End of Life Scope:
69% solids to landfill (inert waste)

Manufacturing Scope:
Cradle to gate

Entry Source:
US: Colophony (rosin, refined) PE (2012)
US: Kaolin (mining and processing) PE (2012)
US: Naphtha at refinery PE (2010)
US: Urea (stami carbon process) PE (2012)
US: Tap water from groundwater PE (2012)
US: Electricity grid mix PE (2010)

End of Life Scope:
100% landfilled (inert waste)

Flooring, bamboo plank
Used in the following Revit families:
Wood Joist 6" - Wood Finish

Entry Source:
EU-27: Aluminum foil PE (2012)
Galvanization, hot dip
963.0 kg
963.0 kg
Used in the following Tally entries:
Metal roofing panels, formed
Steel, plate

Description:
Bamboo plank flooring

Description:
Batch hot dip galvanizing for steel or iron (average thickness)

Life Cycle Inventory:
90% Bamboo, 10% phenol formaldehyde

Life Cycle Inventory:
2 oz zinc/ft2

Manufacturing Scope:
Cradle to gate for raw material only, includes transportation from China and estimate
for material processing neglects materials for installation

Manufacturing Scope:
Cradle to gate for process of galvanization, excludes metal
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169.2 kg

Used in the following Revit families:
AMSI_US175LS_REGAL-WHITE_over_Dimensional-Wood-Framing-as-Specified 169.2 kg
Column Base Plate-4 Hole: 1/2"
0.1 kg

Used in the following Tally entries:
Flooring, bamboo plank

End of Life Scope:
14.5% recovered (credited as avoided burden)
22% incinerated with energy recovery
63.5% landfilled (wood product waste)

18.6 kg

End of Life Scope:
100% to landfill (inert waste)
Entry Source:
GLO: Steel finished cold rolled coil worldsteel (2007)
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LCA Metadata (continued)
Manufacturing Scope:
Cradle to gate

GLO: Steel hot dip galvanized (2007)
Galvanized steel tilt-turn window fittings for wood- and PVC-window...

73.9 kg

Used in the following Revit families:
Double Hung with Trim: 36" x 48" mtl trim
Slider with Trim: 48" x 20" mtl trim

67.6 kg
6.3 kg

Used in the following Tally entries:
Window frame, wood

End of Life Scope:
100% to landfill (inert waste)
Entry Source:
DE: Double glazing unit PE (2012), modified to exclude argon
Hot rolled structural steel

Description:
Galvanized steel window fittings for wood and PVC windows

Used in the following Revit families:
W-Wide Flange: W12X26

Life Cycle Inventory:
2.247 kg/piece
Galvanized steel

Used in the following Tally entries:
Steel, wide flange shape

End of Life Scope:
90% collection rate
remaining 10% deposited in the LCA model without recycling
material recycling efficiency dependant on the metal (89% steel, 90.2% aluminum,
stainless steel 83%, zinc 91%, brass 94%)
Plastic components incinerated resulting in credits for electricity and thermal energy
Entry Source:
DE: Window fittings (tilt-turn wood- and PVC-window) - FV S+B PE-EPD (2009)
EOL - DE: Window fittings (tilt-turn wood and PVC) - FV S+B PE-EPD (2009)

Used in the following Revit families:
Double Hung with Trim: 36" x 60
Single-Glass 2: 36" x 82
Slider with Trim: 36" x 24"

292.3 kg
238.6 kg
41.8 kg
11.9 kg

Used in the following Tally entries:
Glazing, double pane IGU

Manufacturing Scope:
Cradle to gate

Entry Source:
GLO: Steel sections worldsteel (2007)
Interior grade plywood, US SE

1,048.7 kg

Used in the following Revit families:
Wood Joist 6" - tile Finish
Wood Joist 6" - Wood Finish

197.3 kg
851.4 kg

Description:
Plywood, unfinished

End of Life Scope:
14.5% recovered (credited as avoided burden)
22% incinerated with energy recovery
63.5% landfilled (untreated wood waste)

Entry Source:
DE: Double glazing unit PE (2012), modified to exclude coating and argon
508.8 kg
143.1 kg
13.3 kg
352.4 kg

Used in the following Tally entries:
Glazing, double pane IGU
Description:
Glazing, double, insulated (air filled), 1/4" float glass, low-E, inclusive of sealant, and
spacers
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End of Life Scope:
98% recovered (product has 60.8% scrap input while remainder is processed and
credited as avoided burden)
2% landfilled (inert material)

Manufacturing Scope:
Cradle to gate

End of Life Scope:
100% to landfill (inert waste)

Life Cycle Inventory:
21.4 kg/m² glass. 0.40 kg/m² PVB film (30% adipic acid
70% PVB)
15.4 kg/m² glass
0.15 kg/m² low-e coating

Manufacturing Scope:
Cradle to gate

Life Cycle Inventory:
Plywood
proxied by Interior grade plywood, US

Life Cycle Inventory:
21.4 kg/m² glass

Used in the following Revit families:
Double Hung with Trim: 36" x 48" mtl trim
Slider with Trim: 48" x 20" mtl trim
System Panel: Glazed

Life Cycle Inventory:
Hot rolled structural steel

Used in the following Tally entries:
Plywood, interior grade

Description:
Glazing, double, insulated (air filled), 1/4" float glass clear, inclusive of sealant, and
spacers

Glazing, double, insulated (air), low-E

3,715.8 kg

Description:
Hot rolled structural steel

Manufacturing Scope:
Cradle to gate

Glazing, double, insulated (air)

3,715.8 kg

Entry Source:
RNA: Softwood plywood CORRIM (2011)
Latex adhesive
Used in the following Revit families:
Wood Joist 6" - Vinyl Finish

1.7 kg
1.7 kg

Used in the following Tally entries:
Flooring, vinyl sheet
Description:
Latex adhesive, for use with cork rubber or wood flooring and wall coverings.
Life Cycle Inventory:
60% Calcium carbonate, 10% petroleum carbonate oil, 7% magnesite, 1.5% ethylene
glycol, 21.5% water
1.6% NMVOC emissions
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LCA Metadata (continued)
Manufacturing Scope:
Cradle to gate, plus emissions during application

Description:
Polyethelene sheet vapor barrier (HDPE) membrane (entry exclusive of adhesive or
other co-products)

End of Life Scope:
76.9% solids to landfill (inert waste)

Life Cycle Inventory:
Polyethylene film

Entry Source:
US: Limestone flour (5mm) PE (2012)
US: Lubricants at refinery PE (2010)
RER: Magnesium carbonate (MgCO3, fine, washed for fillers) PE (2012)
US: Ethylene glycol (from ethene and oxygen via EO) PE (2012)
US: Tap water from groundwater PE (2012)
US: Electricity grid mix PE (2010)
Oriented strandboard (OSB)
Used in the following Revit families:
Alside - Conquest - Double 4 in Dutch Lap - Antique Parchment Color...
Wood siding over Sheathing and Framing as Specified

Manufacturing Scope:
Cradle to gate
End of Life Scope:
10.5% recycled into HDPE (includes processing and avoided burden credit)
89.5% landiflled (plastic waste)
2,423.4 kg
2,011.8 kg
411.5 kg

Used in the following Tally entries:
Oriented strandboard (OSB)

Entry Source:
US: Polyethylene High Density Granulate (PE-HD) PE (2012)
GLO: Plastic Film (PE, PP, PVC) PE (2012)
US: Electricity grid mix PE (2010)
US: Thermal energy from natural gas PE (2010)
US: Lubricants at refinery PE (2010)
Polyurethane floor finish, water-based

Description:
Generic OSB sheet good

Used in the following Revit families:
Wood Joist 6" - Wood Finish

Life Cycle Inventory:
73% US Southeast
27% CA
OSB

Used in the following Tally entries:
Flooring, bamboo plank

Life Cycle Inventory:
97.7% stain (50% water, 35% polyurethane dispersions, 5% dipropylene glycol dimethyl
ether, 5% tri-butoxyethyl phosphate, 5% dipropylene glycol methyl ether), 2.3%
catalyst (75% polyfunctional aziridine, 25% 2-propoxyethanol)
24.5% NMVOC emissions during application

End of Life Scope:
14.5% recovered (credited as avoided burden)
22% incinerated with energy recovery
63.5% landfilled (wood product waste)

Manufacturing Scope:
Cradle to gate, including emissions during application

Entry Source:
RNA: Oriented strand board (OSB) CORRIM (2011)

Used in the following Revit families:
Alside - Conquest - Double 4 in Dutch Lap - Antique Parchment Color...
GWB on WD Stud
Interior - 4 1/2" Partition
Wood siding over Sheathing and Framing as Specified

730.3 kg
312.4 kg
122.4 kg
231.6 kg
63.9 kg

Used in the following Tally entries:
Wall board, gypsum

Used in the following Tally entries:
Carpet, nylon, generic

Manufacturing Scope:
Cradle to gate, including emissions during application

Description:
Residential Use: Bedrooms
Pile: 400-600 g/m2

End of Life Scope:
100% to landfill (plastic waste)
Entry Source:
DE: Application paint emulsion (building, interior, white, wear resistant) PE (2012)

Used in the following Tally entries:
Flashspun HDPE vapor retarder
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Entry Source:
DE: Ethylene glycol butyl ether PE (2012)
US: Epichlorohydrin (by product calcium chloride, hydrochloric acid) PE (2012)
DE: Propylenglycolmonomethylether (Methoxypropanol) PGME PE (2012)
US: Tap water from groundwater PE (2012)
DE: Polyurethane (copolymer-component) (estimation from TPU adhesive) PE (2012)
US: Electricity grid mix PE (2010)

Used in the following Revit families:
Wood Joist 6" - carpet Finish

Life Cycle Inventory:
2% organic solvents

Used in the following Revit families:
Alside - Conquest - Double 4 in Dutch Lap - Antique Parchment Color...
Wood siding over Sheathing and Framing as Specified

End of Life Scope:
26.7% solids to landfill (plastic waste)

Residential bedroom carpet, medium pile weight

Description:
Application paint emulsion (building, interior, white, wear resistant)

Polyethelene sheet vapor barrier (HDPE)

74.0 kg

Description:
Water-based polyurethane wood stain, inclusive of catalyst

Manufacturing Scope:
Cradle to gate

Paint, interior acrylic latex

74.0 kg

Life Cycle Inventory:
Nylon (PA 6)

68.0 kg

Manufacturing Scope:
Cradle to gate, including packaging

56.4 kg
11.5 kg

End of Life Scope:
100% landfilled (inert material)
Entry Source:
EU: Carpet (GK 21, LC 2-3) GUT (2009)

642.6 kg
642.6 kg
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LCA Metadata (continued)
Roofing shingles, SBS modified asphalt, strip
Used in the following Revit families:
Wood Rafter 8" - Asphalt Shingle - Insulated

7,028.4 kg
7,028.4 kg

Steel, sheet

Used in the following Tally entries:
SBS modified asphalt shingles

Used in the following Tally entries:
Steel, plate

Description:
SBS-modified asphalt shingles

Description:
Steel sheet

Life Cycle Inventory:
Glass fibers: 5%
Asphalt: 45%
SBS polymer: 10%
white chips (plastic): 15%
filler (limestone): 25%

Life Cycle Inventory:
Steel sheet

End of Life Scope:
98% recovered (product has 9.5% scrap input while remainder is processed and
credited as avoided burden)
2% landfilled (inert material)

End of Life Scope:
5% recycled into bitumen (includes grinding energy and avoided burden credit)
95% landfilled (inert waste)

Entry Source:
NA: Steel finished cold rolled coil worldsteel (2007)
Thinset mortar

Entry Source:
DE: Bitumen sheets G 200 S4 (EN15804 A1-A3) PE (2012)
DE: Glass fibre fleece (21% UF resin) (estimation) PE (2012)
US: Styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR) PE (2012)
US: Limestone (CaCO3
washed) PE (2012)
US: Polyethylene High Density Granulate (HDPE/PE-HD) PE (2012)
GLO: Plastic Film (PE, PP, PVC) PE (2012)
US: Electricity grid mix PE (2010)
US: Thermal energy from natural gas PE (2010)
US: Lubricants at refinery PE (2010)

Used in the following Revit families:
Single-Flush: 24" x 80"
Single-Flush: 30" x 80"
Single-Flush: 30" x 84"
Single-Flush: 36" x 80"
Single-Flush: 36" x 84"
Single-Glass 2: 36" x 82
Sliding_Door_Pocket_door_-_Wood_8628: 1.00mx2.00m

4.7 kg

Manufacturing Scope:
Cradle to gate

Manufacturing Scope:
Cradle to gate

Stainless steel, door hardware, lever lock, interior, residential

4.7 kg

Used in the following Revit families:
Column Base Plate-4 Hole: 1/2"

Used in the following Revit families:
Wood Joist 6" - tile Finish

165.1 kg
165.1 kg

Used in the following Tally entries:
Ceramic tile, glazed
Description:
Mortar Type N (moderate strength mortar for use in masonry walls and flooring)

42.4 kg
8.4 kg
8.7 kg
3.7 kg
10.5 kg
4.4 kg
4.4 kg
2.3 kg

Used in the following Tally entries:
Door, interior, wood, hollow core, flush
Door, interior, wood, particle board core, flush
Description:
Stainless steel door fitting (hinges and lockset) for use on residential interior door
assemblies.

Life Cycle Inventory:
72% aggregate
16% cement
12% water
Manufacturing Scope:
Cradle to gate
End of Life Scope:
50% recycled into coarse aggregate (includes grinding energy and avoided burden
credit)
50% landfilled (inert material)
Entry Source:
DE: Masonry mortar (MG II a) PE (2012)
Titanium zinc sheet, prePATINA bright-rolled, EPD - Rheinzink

1,995.6 kg

Used in the following Revit families:
AMSI_US175LS_REGAL-WHITE_over_Dimensional-Wood-Framing-as-Specified1,995.6 kg

Life Cycle Inventory:
Door hinges 0.622 kg/part, Battalion Lever Lockset, Light Duty, Privacy 0.70 kg/part

Used in the following Tally entries:
Metal roofing panels, formed

Manufacturing Scope:
Cradle to gate, including disposal of packaging.

Description:
Titanium zinc sheets for roofing and facade cladding, roof drainage systems. EPD
representative of German (DE) conditions. EPD representative of German (DE)
conditions.
Life Cycle Inventory:
99.835% Special High-Grade Zinc
Copper 0.08-1%
Titanium 0.07-1.2%

End of Life Scope:
90% collection rate
remaining 10% deposited in the LCA model without recycling
material recycling efficiency dependant on the metal (89% steel, 90.2% aluminum,
stainless steel 83%, zinc 91%, brass 94%)
Plastic components incinerated resulting in credits for electricity and thermal energy
Entry Source:
DE: Fitting stainless steel - FSB (2009)

Manufacturing Scope:
Cradle to gate, including packaging
End of Life Scope:
Includes 96% recycling rate for zinc with no quality loss
Entry Source:
DE: Titanium zinc sheet prePatine bright-rolled - Rheinzink (A1-A3) PE-EPD (2011)
DE: Titanium zinc scrap - Rheinzink (D out A5) PE-EPD (2011)
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LCA Metadata (continued)
TPO roofing membrane, sheet, white

831.5 kg

Used in the following Revit families:
AMSI_US175LS_REGAL-WHITE_over_Dimensional-Wood-Framing-as-Specified 831.5 kg
Used in the following Tally entries:
TPO roofing membrane, sheet, white

46% landfilled (inert waste)
Entry Source:
DE: Gypsum wallboard (EN15804 A1-A3) PE (2012)
Window frame, vinyl, operable

Description:
Roofing membrane

Used in the following Revit families:
Double Hung with Trim: 36" x 60
Slider with Trim: 36" x 24"

Life Cycle Inventory:
TPO membrane

Used in the following Tally entries:
Window frame, vinyl

Manufacturing Scope:
Cradle to gate

Description:
Vinyl operable window frame inclusive of steel bracing

End of Life Scope:
100% landfilled (plastic waste)

Life Cycle Inventory:
2.8 kg/m (1.3 kg/m PVC part
metal reinforcement 1.5 kg/m (Steel cold rolled, zinc-coated))

Entry Source:
DE: Polypropylene / Ethylene Propylene Diene Elastomer Granulate (PP/EPDM) Mix PE
(2012)
GLO: Plastic Film (PE, PP, PVC) PE (2012)
US: Electricity grid mix PE (2010)
US: Thermal energy from natural gas PE (2010)
US: Lubricants at refinery PE (2010)
Vinyl siding
Used in the following Revit families:
Alside - Conquest - Double 4 in Dutch Lap - Antique Parchment Color...

284.4 kg
284.4 kg

End of Life Scope:
100% landfilled (plastic waste)
Entry Source:
DE: Window frame PVC-U (EN15804 A1-A3) PE (2012)
Window frame, wood, fixed
Used in the following Revit families:
Rectangular Mullion: 2.5" x 5" rectangular

Description:
Rigid vinyl siding, (0.04" thickness) factory formed and cut. Entry inclusive of siding
material, exclusive of wood stud or other support material.

Used in the following Tally entries:
Window frame, wood

190.3 kg

Life Cycle Inventory:
1.30 kg/m

Manufacturing Scope:
Cradle to gate, excluding any coatings

Manufacturing Scope:
Cradle to gate
excludes hardware, casing, sealant beyond paint

End of Life Scope:
100% landfilled (plastic waste)
Entry Source:
US: Polyvinylchloride granulate (E-PVC) PE (2012)
GLO: Plastic Extrusion PE (2012)
US: Electricity grid mix PE (2010)
US: Thermal energy from natural gas PE (2010)
US: Lubricants at refinery PE (2010)

End of Life Scope:
14.5% recovered (credited as avoided burden)
22% incinerated with energy recovery
63.5% landfilled (wood product waste)
Entry Source:
DE: Wooden frame (EN15804 A1-A3) PE (2012)
14,264.6 kg
Window frame, wood, operable
5,078.5 kg
2,121.8 kg
6,025.4 kg
1,038.9 kg

Used in the following Tally entries:
Wall board, gypsum
Description:
Natural gypsum board
Life Cycle Inventory:
1 kg gypsum wallboard

Used in the following Revit families:
Double Hung with Trim: 36" x 48" mtl trim
Slider with Trim: 48" x 20" mtl trim
Used in the following Tally entries:
Window frame, wood
Description:
Operable wood casement window frame inclusive of paint
Life Cycle Inventory:
1.30 kg/m

Manufacturing Scope:
Cradle to gate

Manufacturing Scope:
Cradle to gate
excludes hardware, casing, sealant beyond paint

End of Life Scope:
54% recycled into gypsum stone (includes grinding and avoided burden credit)

End of Life Scope:
14.5% recovered (credited as avoided burden)
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190.3 kg

Description:
Wood fixed window frame inclusive of paint

Life Cycle Inventory:
PVC

Used in the following Revit families:
Alside - Conquest - Double 4 in Dutch Lap - Antique Parchment Color...
GWB on WD Stud
Interior - 4 1/2" Partition
Wood siding over Sheathing and Framing as Specified

437.0 kg
34.1 kg

Manufacturing Scope:
Cradle to gate
excludes hardware, casing, sealant

Used in the following Tally entries:
Plastic siding, vinyl

Wall board, gypsum, natural

471.1 kg

151.1 kg
133.1 kg
18.0 kg

Project Name

10/25/2015

Design option comparison

LCA Metadata (continued)
22% incinerated with energy recovery
63.5% landfilled (wood product waste)
Entry Source:
DE: Wooden frame (EN15804 A1-A3) PE (2012)
Wood stain, water based
Used in the following Revit families:
Single-Flush: 24" x 80"
Single-Flush: 30" x 80"
Single-Flush: 30" x 84"
Single-Flush: 36" x 80"
Single-Flush: 36" x 84"
Single-Glass 2: 36" x 82
Sliding_Door_Pocket_door_-_Wood_8628: 1.00mx2.00m
Wood siding over Sheathing and Framing as Specified

34.6 kg
3.3 kg
3.4 kg
1.4 kg
4.1 kg
1.7 kg
1.7 kg
0.9 kg
18.1 kg

Used in the following Tally entries:
Door, interior, wood, hollow core, flush
Door, interior, wood, particle board core, flush
Wood siding, hardwood
Description:
Semi-transparent stain for interior and exterior wood surfaces
Life Cycle Inventory:
60% water, 28% acrylate resin, 7% acrylate emulsion, 5% dipropylene glycol
1.3% NMVOC emissions
Manufacturing Scope:
Cradle to gate, including emissions during application
End of Life Scope:
38.7% solids to landfill (plastic waste)
Entry Source:
US: Tap water from groundwater PE (2012)
US: Acrylate resin (solvent-systems) PE (2012)
DE: Acrylate (emulsion) PE (2012)
US: Dipropylene glycol by product propylene glycol via PO hydrogenation PE (2012)
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